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Mr Chairman

MV delegation notes with concern that draft article 9(3) seems to plaM a
dlLrooortionate burden on a State which takes into custody a person alleged to
hS (SmiSi an offence under the draft articles. Draft article 9(3) requires such a
State to immediately notify ail States that have iuiisdrctron over the offenie m tenra
f /4roff orfirick 7M^ that th© oerson is in custody and ultimately inform those States
^Ser It v^shi to^eS^^^^ m theUmentary to draft articie 9(3), it is
flrknowiedaed that situations may arise where a State that has taken a , person into

maf all other States that have established jurisd^tiomSrdindv "the feasibility of fulfilling the obligation may depend on the
dmSances". The n..rrL wording of draft article 9(3) seems_perha^s_too__
unconditional for an obligation that is highly dependent on circumstances.
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South Africa does not necessarily require the existence of a j^eaty in-order to
extradite as the Extradition Act enables the President, in certain instances, to
consent to extradition in the absence of a treaty. South Afnca s International
Coooera^^^ Criminal Matters Act 75 of 1996, similarly does not necessarily
require a treaty to be in place for mutual legal assistance. Notwithstanding,^we
aooreciate the flexible approach in providing that the draft articles may also serve asSi bSirJSSadidon and mlal legal assistance in t^e abse"" of a ̂
those States that require the existence of such a treaty. Draft d^oes
however present some concerns in that it renders the annex applicable by
unless a treaty on mutual legal assistance is present, in which case the treaty will
prevail Mutual legal assistance is in many instances done on an informal basis or in
terms of a non-binding arrangement. Draft article 14(8) will thus make St^es subject
to the annex even in the aforementioned instances, which may negate the purpose
of an informal request.
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The draft articles do not contain provisions on dual criminality for either e^radition or
mutual legal assistance. The reasoning provided is that draft article 6 mandates
States to include offences of crimes against humanity in their domestic law. As a
result, dual criminality is automatically satisfied. Whilst such a reasoning appears to
be sound it overlooks the actual wording of draft article 6 which requires States to
"take the necessary measures to ensure criminalisation of crimes-against humanity.
It may thus happen that a State requesting extradition is doing so in relation to one
that has not yet completed criminalisation in its domestic law. Nonetheless, this line
of argument does not necessarily mean that under South Africa law dual criminality
is required.
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With regard to decisions not to extradite, South African iaw wili rrot allow e^diSon
to counts where a person may be subject^ to a crirne asainst turrnani^ which rs
in line with the prindpie of non-refouiement as contained in draft arMe 5. The
Constitutionai Court in Mohamad and another v President of the RepuW/c of South
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I thank you for your attention.


